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elegy with Bradford Pear trees

Athens, Georgia

The crooked boughs in bloom almost to rupture, 
pear trees shudder the length of the street.

Our windows are down and swallowing
facefuls of warm damp twilight air

ripe with the trees’ uncanny stink.
How stupid I felt when you told me

semen––it was semen they smelled like!
How could I not recognize my own reek?

And again I felt stupid slowly grasping
of course, of course it would be you.

A little rain or breeze is all it takes
gently to stipple sidewalks, cars, and skies

white in blossoms enough we might 
not recall whole surfaces of earth

naked as they were before the spill.
We might not, but we do.

Remembering is why you’ve left
down the windows and twirled up

the college station, scattering conversation.
Even before I knew what else it meant

come was the best of all possible words––
at once suggesting you and here and I

want you to. Even then. I want you to
speak with your good sulking mouth

again to me. Simply to make your lips part
I ask for the single best word you know. 
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You say part. And nearly twist the knob off
the radio, where Jeff Mangum’s ghost is

singing: Semen stains the mountain tops.

Once, and then again as if explaining:

Semen stains the mountain tops.

Briefly convincing me something

even as obscene as what my body makes
peacefully gleams, maybe, in another world.

Although he wrote those words in Athens, 
here in the piedmont. Here in the lowest

rank of mountain there is nothing
lofty to speak of. No pinnacles. No snow.

Even here. Though maybe far enough away
anything’s simple enough to seem lovely:

the night iconic only in hindsight, the kiss
good luck at the end of our quiet drive,

the pear trees quaking at rumors of the wind. 
Scentless in memory, still, the clustered petals

quicken at the tip of every branch. Even now
they quicken and come beautifully apart.


